FREE PAPER

ISSUE 1

BECAUSE SOMEBODY’S GOT TO DO IT
HELLO
Welcome to the first edition of The
Haydock Herald. As well as all the news
and gossip, this special edition also features
the End Of Year Awards for 2001.
PANTO
As we enter the pantomime season, it
will soon be time to begin casting this
year’s production of Cinderella, but with
no obvious candidate for the role we will
MISSING PERSONS
first be casting the ugly sisters. The
In a joint campaign with the MISSING
auditions will be held by Graham Dunbar
PERSONS BUREAU we are running a
(HE’S BEHIND YOU!).
series of ads in an effort to locate our
missing loved ones this winter. If you have
MANAGEMENT SUCCESS
seen
any of the following people could you
Thanks and congratulations are in order
for the company’s continued success in it’s please notify your Line Manager,
management policy. The controversial thankyou.
MUSHROOM TREATMENT got off to a
bad start, but is now a clear winner with Anne Marie Holding – Was last seen
people successfully being kept in the dark boarding a plane for the other side of the
world. Limited funding and a lack of
and fed on shit.
enthusiasm may mean that the search for
her will be cut short. . . . . Very Short.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
John O’Hare – The search for the long
missing John was called off recently when
he re-appeared with his begging bowl
looking for Christmas workers. However
there are great fears that he may go missing
again very soon, and that this time he won’t
come back.
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BECAUSE SOMEBODY’S GOT TO DO IT
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Unfortunately, our planned subscription
scheme will have to be cancelled because
so many people are being suspended and
disciplined that it would be impossible to
monitor exactly who owed us money and
who didn’t. The scheme may return after
the end of silly season.

COLLECTIONS
It has recently come to our attention
that there have been no collections for a
while, so it would be appreciated if
somebody could either fall seriously ill, or
failing that hand in their notice. Your help
in this matter would be of great assistance.
Unfortunately the soon departing John
O’Hare does not qualify as this refers only
POOL CAR
to collections where you put money in, not
As you are aware the NFT drivers’ pool take it out.
car (H Reg Cavalier) will soon be up for
If no obvious candidate is forthcoming
grabs again so book early to avoid then we will hold a collection for the
disappointment.
Cleaner at Alfreton whose cat recently died
quite horribly in a tragic cheese accident.
TIME WASTING
It has been brought to our attention that
management are accusing drivers of sitting
about wasting time. Well with the R.R.U.
now de-kitting vehicles so quickly, what
A cat yesterday.
else are we meant to do with our extra free
time?
COVER PRICE
There is a slight possibility that we
CHRISTMAS FUND
may have to charge a cover price of £1.02,
There have been some malicious but this shouldn’t be a problem as your 6
rumours flying around the depot years’ combined pay rises will cover it.
concerning the end of the CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS FUND, but I can confirm that
BREAKING NEWS
contrary to these rumours, the scheme will
As we go to print there is a breaking
in fact operate again in 2002, but obviously story concerning one of our Shop Stewards,
in accordance with Sainsbury’s bank rather but unfortunately we can’t tell you
than NFT.
anything abut it because it’s a secret. . . . . .
So there.
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ANNUAL AWARDS 2001
AWARD

WINNER / WINNERS

QUICKEST RUGBY

Billy Wood’s attempt at a 9 hour Rugby was
disqualified as unfortunately he was
unsuccessful and needed a lift home.

LONGEST WORD USED

Rocky (probably).

MOST LIFTS HOME

Carl Annesley.

MOST SHUNTERS ON SHIFT

A record 5. Well done!

GETTING AWAY WITH IT

(JOINTLY) Danny Wellman / Chris Tattum.

BEST KEPT SECRET

Phil Owen.

WORST KEPT SECRET

Steve Kay (probably).

PAUL TURNER AWARD

Paul Turner.

JOB SATISFACTION MEDAL

(JOINTLY) Dave Gordon / Graham Marsh.

THROWBACK TROPHY

Arnie And Ken Jackson.

SEPARATED AT BIRTH

Graham Dunbar / The Hood (Thunderbirds).
or
Paul Bradley / Bumper (Banana Splits).

BRITNEY SPEARS CUP
(Oops I Did It Again Award)

Jason Gratton

HEAVYWEIGHT ROLL
PALLET WRESTLING

(JOINTLY) Keith Brown / Trevor Mayor.

WORLD’S SMALLEST MAN

George Eggington (8th December Haydock
Cricket Club, about 11:30pm).

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

Alan Liptrot.

SUPPORT YOU LOCAL CINEMA
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